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Last week I was teaching around
the country which involved driving
over 500 miles, staying in five different
beds in as many nights gets a little dis-
orientating after a while! At one stage,
I used to think staying in hotels was
really exciting, but the novelty wears
off quickly and you soon begin to miss
your own comfortable bed and pillow!
To make light of the experience, I now
grade a hotel by the sewing kit provid-
ed, I used to collect these with great
delight if we ever had the treat of stay-
ing anywhere when I was younger. 

One thing I have learned with
experience is always to be prepared
and so each night away, I check the
fire exit and ensure my day clothes are

easily to hand in case of a fire alarm.
Now this hasn’t happened for a good
while, not since I found myself stand-
ing in the drizzling rain in the middle
of the night about 4 years ago in my
‘rabbit’ pyjamas (a mother’s day gift
from the children and the pet rabbit
‘Wainwright’ who has sadly just died
after eleven years of being part of the
family!) feeling somewhat ridiculous
whilst others seemed to trickle out of
the hotel at a leisurely pace wearing
their day clothes. Whilst such behav-
iour could never be condoned, I quick-
ly learned that having clothes laid out
in case of such an event is both sensi-
ble and less embarrassing, it takes no
time at all to quickly throw them on. 

What does take time, as happened
to me last week, is realising what the
tremendous noise that wakes you from
a deep slumber is, you shoot out of
bed and try to turn off the television,
thinking the alarm has gone off, but
the deafening sound continues despite
your efforts. Eventually waking up
enough to realise it was a fire alarm 
I emerged from my room and moved
swiftly down the corridor only to meet
a staff member who told me to return
to bed, as it was a false alarm. The joy
was that there was fortunately no fire
and I had about four hours of sleep
left to go. The downside was, the
alarm had thoroughly woken me up
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and I couldn’t get back to sleep! I later
discovered the cause of the alarm to be
‘shower steam’. There were multiple
signs in the bathroom warning you to
ensure the door was firmly closed
before using the shower as the steam
‘frequently’ sets off the fire alarm. I
suggest there should also be a device
to stop people showering at 3am.

This venue was so far not doing
very well in my eyes, until the follow-
ing morning when I discovered my
trouser hem needed repairing and low
and behold I found the best sewing 
kit ever – one which had six different
coloured threads with each already
loaded on to a needle. Now this was a
revelation and great relief as what was
once such an easy task is now incredi-
bly difficult with deteriorating eye-
sight as one gets older! So I brought it
home and this weekend used the rest
of the kit to sew beads onto some
cards I was making! Many of you will
travel over the next few months on
summer holidays, heed my advice,
travel safely and don’t forget to collect
the sewing kit, you never know how
useful it may be for your future cards!

Have a lovely summer,



Friendly Plastic
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By Christine Robinson

Materials Required:
Friendly Plastic Gold Bark/Black: FR019.
Kelly Panacci Paper: SCR608 
Catherine’s Memoirs.
Marine Scrapbook Charms: SBC03. 
Eyelet Setter: EYE009.
Eyelet Punch Mat: EYE010 (Optional).
Round Rivets: EYE021.
Kitchen Foil.
Thick Card or Old Newspapers.
Heat Gun.
Scissors and Tweezers.
Double Sided Tape.
Card Mount: DSF08P-161 Kraft Brown.

To Make The Card:
Tear a strip of scrapbook paper to approxi-

mately 6cm wide and cut to match the length of
the card. Stick the strip onto the front of the card
with the left edge along the fold line.

Protect your work surface with a thick piece
of card or newspaper and place a small piece of
kitchen foil on top. Use scissors to cut off a piece
of Friendly Plastic measuring 2.7cm x 3.5cm and
place on the foil. Cut the loop off the top of the
boat and anchor charms and keep them close by.

Heat the plastic for 10 to 15 seconds using 
the heat gun, the surface will slightly wrinkle
as it heats. While the plastic is still warm, pick
up the boat charm using a pair of tweezers. Use
the tweezers to press the charm into the plastic
and when it is firmly embedded, set aside for 5
minutes to cool completely. 

The plastic does not stay hot very long, but
don’t be tempted to use your fingers to press the
charm as you will almost certainly get fingerprint
marks on the surrounding plastic.

Repeat this process using another piece of
Friendly Plastic measuring 1.7cm x 2.5cm and
using the anchor charm. 

Cut two tags
from gold card,
measure or
trace from the
diagram below.

Use the rivet punch to make a hole through
the tags and fit a rivet to each using a punch mat
underneath to protect your work surface. You
can use an old cutting mat instead of the punch
mat, but make sure it’s one you no longer intend
to use for cutting as you will get little indented
circles on the mat.

Stick the plastic panels onto the tags, and 
stick the tags onto the card to finish.

Actual Size
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Materials Required:
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Scissors or Knife and Cutting Mat.
Mini Fixer Pads or Silicone Adhesive.
3D Découpage Paper: DC330 to DC337.
Card Mount:
For DC330 to DC333 & DC335 use AP02U/G.
For DC334, DC336 & DC337 use AP48U 
(DC334 is shown in Hammer Pale Blue with
white sticker borderlines from XL500U added).

How To Make The Cards:
The first layer of each design is a full print.

For DC334 & DC336 mount the full print into
the card before working the other layers onto it. 

Mount all the other designs into the card 
after completing all the layers as bits of the
design go behind the aperture. For some of 
these areas you need to keep the white paper
attached, this is shown by the grey areas around
the pictures. 

White gaps in the diagrams show where to
cut between the pieces, blue lines show glue. 

1. Cut out the parts shown. Cut between
all the feet and shape them up and down
according to the way they are painted.
Sticky fix into place.

2. Cut out all the parts shown. Cut the top
row of heads and arms away from the
middle row. Sticky fix all top row into

place gluing the arms and heads at the bot-
tom. Cut the heads away from the ‘well’
cards. Sticky fix each middle row head into
place and glue each as shown. Cut the
‘well’ cards away from the bottom row of
heads and cut into single letters. Sticky fix
each letter into place and glue as shown.
Cut the bottom row of heads from the let-

ters and cut into individual letters. Sticky
fix and glue the heads and then each letter.

3. Cut out all the parts shown. Curve the
top row of heads so the chins curve down
and sticky fix into place tucking the extra
bits under the previous layer. Sticky fix all
the paws into place.

DC336

3D Découpage
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1. Cut out the parts shown. Cut
by the back of the front tyre as
shown, sticky fix all parts into
place and glue the signs and by
front tyre as shown.

2. Cut out the parts shown.
Sticky fix tyres into place tuck-
ing the little extra bit under the

previous layer. Sticky fix the
two small bikes into place. Cut
the main bike as shown, lift the
handlebar, sticky fix into place
and glue the trim at back and
front where shown.

3. Cut out the parts shown and
sticky fix into place.

DC337

1. Cut out the parts shown and sticky fix into place.

2. Cut out the parts shown and sticky fix all the single
flowers into place. Cut between the yellow flower and
leaf and the central leaf as shown, sticky fix into place
and gently lift the cut leaves.

3. Cut out the parts shown and cut into single flowers.
Cut between each petal on each flower and gently
curve the petals to a natural shape before sticky fixing
into place.

DC334

1. Cut out the parts shown
and sticky fix into place.
Glue the bottom and side
edges as shown.

2. Cut out the parts shown,
sticky fix into place and
glue the base and sides as
shown.

DC333

3. Cut out the parts shown
and cut the giraffes from
the hills. Small giraffe, cut
off head, sticky fix body
into place and glue at top 
of neck. Sticky fix head into
place. Large giraffe, Cut off
head and by both legs as
shown. Bend the tummy

down and sticky fix body
into place gluing neck as
shown. Sticky fix head into
place. Sticky fix hills into
place and glue the sides
and bottom edges.
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1. Cut out parts shown and sticky fix all the grass and leaves 
into place gluing where shown. Cut between the cub and the
lion’s leg and the lion’s leg and tail as shown. Sticky fix tail into
place and glue top. Sticky fix lions into place and glue paw 
where shown.

3. Cut out parts
shown and sticky
fix into place.

2. Cut out parts shown. On the cub, cut between legs and chest,
curve the chest down and sticky fix cub into place. On the lion,
cut between the mane and paws, sticky fix both paws into place
and glue as shown. Sticky fix head into place.

1. Cut out the parts shown. Cut the leaves from the tiger’s paw
then sticky fix all the leaves and grass into place gluing each
where shown. Cut between the leaf and tiger, between the tail
and leg then between both legs as shown. Curve the top back leg
up a little then sticky fix tigers into place gluing leaf as shown.

2. Cut out parts shown and sticky fix all leaves and tiger’s tail
into place and glue the ends of each. Cut between tummy and
back leg on small tiger, curve the leg down at the cut and sticky
fix into place. Cut above the large tiger’s leg as shown, curve
chest down a little at the cut and sticky fix into place.

3. Cut out the parts shown. 
Cut around the nose and by 
the ears as shown on both
tigers heads. Curve the heads
down by the ears and gently 
lift the ears a little. Curve the
faces down around the cut
noses and sticky fix into place.

DC330 DC331
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1. Cut out parts shown and sticky fix into place. Glue the water 
at the side and bottom edge.

2. Cut out the parts shown then cut between the two elephants.
On the big ele-
phant, cut by leg
as shown. Sticky
fix into place and
glue the tummy
where shown. On
the baby elephant,
cut the two centre
legs away, sticky
fix each into place
and glue the tops.
Cut by the legs
and curve the
tummy down
before sticky fix-
ing into place.

1. Cut out the parts shown
and cut between the left pot
and door as shown. Carefully
cut out and save the orange
daisy and the yellow flower
from the bouquet.  Curve
down the door above the cut,
sticky fix into place and glue
the sides of both pots.

3. Cut out the parts shown
and sticky fix the pot, leaves
and ear into place gluing pot
and ear as shown. Cut the
arm from the flowers, sticky
fix into place and glue where
shown. Cut by the ribbon tail
as shown, sticky fix bouquet
into place and lift the tail by
the cut. Sticky fix the two
flowers cut earlier into place.

2. Cut out the parts shown
and sticky fix both plants 
and pots into place, gluing
both pots as shown. Cut
below the arm holding the
bouquet, cut between the
legs, between tummy and 
leg then tummy and arm.
Place a stack of two fixer
pads on the bouquet hand,
curve the tummy down at 
the cuts, sticky fix into place
and glue foot where shown.

DC335

3. Cut out the
parts shown. Big
elephant, cut
around the ear
and by mouth and
trunk as shown.
Sticky fix into
place and glue
trunk and face
where shown.
Baby elephant, 
cut around ear,
sticky fix into
place and glue by
eye as shown.

DC332



Fancy Fuchsia
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By Connie McEvoy

Materials Required:
Fine White Linen Fabric 8cm x 10cm.
Lightweight Iron On Vilene 8cm x 10cm.
Madeira Stranded Cotton: Green 1412, 
Red 0509, Purple 0804 and Pale Pink 0501.
Fine Crewel Needle, Size 24 Tapestry Needle 
and Dressmakers Pin.
Lightbox and Embroidery Hoop.
Tracing Paper, Black Pencil and Water 
Erasable Pencil.
Double Sided Tape.
Card Mount: AP89G White/Gold Best Wishes.

To Make The Card:
Place the tracing paper over the black out-

line diagram below and trace the design and
coloured dots. The stamens are not shown as
they are best worked freehand after the main
stitching is done. Place the tracing centrally onto
the back of the fabric and pin securely in place.

Place the fabric
with the design
underneath onto 
a lightbox. If 
you don’t have a
lightbox you can
fix the design to 
a bright window
with masking tape
instead. Draw over the design on the front of the
fabric using a water erasable pencil then remove
the tracing paper. 

Iron the Vilene onto the back of the fabric and
place in the hoop. One strand of embroidery
thread is used throughout the design, use the
crewel needle unless advised otherwise.

Following the key, work the stems ‘1’ in stem
stitch using green. Overstitch all the stems with
green then overstitch the
main stem again random-
ly using red thread.

Next work the two
leaves ‘2’ in fishbone
stitch using green thread 

Enlarged

Actual Size
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once again. Bring the needle up at ‘A’ and make
a small straight stitch following the centre line of
the leaf. Bring the needle up at each side in turn
making sloping stitches across the centre line
until the shape is filled.

Work the areas of
padded satin stitch ‘4’ in
red and ‘7’ in purple. To
work padded satin stitch,
fill the shape with straight
stitches going the opposite
way to the satin stitch and then satin stitch over
them making sure you cover them completely.

The diagram
on the right
shows the outline
of the leaves and
petals which are
needlewoven
along with the
dots already
marked on your
fabric. The heavier lines show the base of 
each item, one end of the line would be ‘A’ 
and the other ‘B’. Follow the
needleweaving method below.

Using green for the leaves
‘3’ and red for the petals ‘5’,
work the needleweaving using
the tapestry needle. Insert a
dressmakers pin into the fabric
just below the dot showing
where the tip of the leaf or
petal will be. Bring the needle
up at ‘A’ this is at the base of
the leaf, go back down at ‘B’
taking the thread round the
back of the pin. Come back
out at ‘C’. 

Take the thread around the back of the pin
again and insert the needle under one vertical
thread over the middle one and under the last.
Work back from this side going over, under,
over. Continue weaving the needle in and out
of the vertical threads until they are covered
then secure the thread at the back and remove
the pin. The leaf or petal will be attached to the
fabric only at the base (i.e. at ‘A’ and ‘B’). 

Work the stamens using red for the straight
stitches just below each of the centre petals. 

Add the bullion knots using pale pink. Bring
the needle up at ‘A’, then put the needle through
from ‘B’ to ‘A’ leaving it in the fabric as shown.

Wind the thread round the needle 6 or 7 times
and pull the needle through holding the coils
in place with your thumb. Take the needle back
through at ‘B’ pulling the stitch against the fabric.

Wash the work flat in a shallow bowl of tepid
water with a little suds added to remove the
water erasable pencil. Rinse well and roll in a
towel to remove excess water. Iron on several
layers of towel while still quite damp then allow
to dry completely. 

Place the work flat 
on your work surface.
Run lines of double sided
tape round the back of
the aperture and hold the
opened out card over the
work. 

With the design central
in the aperture, lower the
card and press firmly to
stick. Turn the card over
and use double sided tape
round the flap behind the
aperture to stick it closed.

Actual Size



Autumn Spray
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By Sue Mears

Materials Required:
Smooth White Card 12 x 12cm.
A4 White Watercolour Paper. 
Poster/Acrylic Paint: 
Gold and Silver.
Large Paintbrush and Tissues.
Tracing Paper, Pencil and 
Carbon Paper.
Scissors and Ribbler.
UHU General Purpose Adhesive.
Brown Bead 8mm Diameter.
Card Mount: AP04G Brown/Gold.

To Make The Card:
Begin by painting the 12cm

square of card to make a back-
ground. Lightly wash over the
whole surface with gold paint,
scrunch up a tissue and dab off
the paint until you are left with an
effect you like. Set aside to dry.

Paint the A4 watercolour paper in a
random way using the large paintbrush.
Allow the background white to show
through in some areas, sometimes
overlapping the gold and silver and
sometimes just leaving a single colour.

The diagrams of leaves on the left are
shown with the quantity you need of
each. Cut strips of tracing paper 2.5cm
wide and place over the diagram with
the left edge along the dotted line. 

To trace extra shapes of those you
need more of, simply move the strip up
or down and trace the shape again.

Cut the painted paper sheet into 5cm
wide strips and fold each in half with the
painted side inward. Place the traced
leaves with the dotted line edge against
the fold line and, using the carbon paper,
transfer these designs to the back of the
painted strips and cut them out.

Feed each leaf still folded through the
ribbler. It is important that the leaf is the
right way round to get the correct pattern,
this should be stem end first and at an
angle. Test on some rough pieces first.

Mount the background into the
aperture and glue the flap closed behind
it. Assemble the leaves onto the card
mount, gluing with UHU. Open out each
leaf without pressing the fold out so it
keeps some of its shape. 

Glue the bead into the centre and add 
a greeting sticker.Actual Size



Beach Comber
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4cm borders at the top and sides. Fray the edges
of the organza and stick it centrally over the
hand made paper.

Cut a heart shape from the white card using
the diagram and randomly place rivets into it.
Place these according to the picture or where 
it suits you. Glue the heart centrally onto the 
previous layers on the card using blobs of glue
to raise it about 3mm off the background.

Keep all your ‘bits’ in the cream, white,
brown, gold colourway for a cohesive finished
design. The placement of all the items is entirely
up to you and, as you are most unlikely to have
exactly the same embellishments as me, I will
only really deal with the general layout.

The close up picture shows how to ‘cluster’
the embellishments together to make the border
look really special. Arrange things until you
like how they look then glue them once you are
happy with the layout. Add little dots of outliner
or pearl paint and the Wedding Day greeting
beneath the design.  

By Lynda Brown
With the increase in the popularity of less 

formal wedding locations, how brilliant this
design would be for a wedding on the beach.

Materials Required:
White Card 6 x 7cm.
Small Heart Punch.
Scissors or Craft Knife.
Gold Label Sticker: XL541U-01.
Hot Melt Glue Gun & Clear Glue.
Pearl Outliner or Tulip Paint.
Pale Gold Organza 7 x 7cm.
Sand Coloured Hand Made Paper 8 x 10cm.
Small Rivets & Setter in Gold, Copper, 
Bronze and Pewter.
A selection of any of the following embellish-
ments: Small Shells and Pebbles, Pearls, Pearly
Buttons, Gold Sequin Stars, Chain, Cord, Cream
Rosebuds, White Lace Motifs, Beige Quilling
Paper and Rafia.
Card Mount: DEC1U-46 Hammer Cream.

To Make The Card:
Begin with the hand made paper, tear the

edges and stick to the card front leaving about



Leaping Dolphins
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By Millie Groves
Dolphins are hugely popular

and these graceful, leaping 
dolphins lend themselves to this
pretty design very well indeed. 

Materials Required:
Gold Label Stickers; XL473U-01
Dolphins, XL037U-01 Happy
Birthday and XL170U-01 Border.
Blue Cloud Nine Paper 
104 x 152mm.
Shaped Scissors: Wave and Ebb.
Wavy Line Stencil and
Embossing Tool.
Tracing Paper & Pencil.
Craft Knife.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Card Mount: DF03U-30 White.

To Make The Card:
Fold the card into a ‘Z’ and place with

the open edge to the top, as shown on the
right. Peel off a large dolphin pair and place
with the tip of the top fin approx. 15mm
down from the top of the card and the lower
tail 30mm in from the right hand side.

Use the ebb shaped scissors
to cut the card front from the
right edge slanting up to the
centre of the lower dolphin’s
tail, then cut from the top left
edge of the card down to the
dolphin sticker matching the
slant of the first cut. If you
don’t have the correct scissors,
you could cut a wavy line
freehand. Then using a craft
knife, cut around the top edge
of the dolphin stickers to
remove the top piece of card.

Trace the oval from the 
diagram (following page)
marking the left edge and
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lower fold line of the mount for posi-
tioning. Transfer this to the front of the
card aligning the guides on the edge 
and fold of the card. 

Carefully cut out the oval to make
the aperture. Many different large
punches are now available and it may
be that you have one that would do 
this aperture for you.

Open out the card
so the front is face
down and emboss 
the waves using any
stencil you may have
with suitable wavy
lines on. This is best
done using a lightbox,
but if you don’t have
one, simply tape the
stencil to a bright
window, position
your card over it 
and emboss.

Trim the top edge
of the cloud nine blue paper with the wave scissors. Glue
the back of the paper and insert it into the card as shown.
Glue right along the back of the ebb cut line and behind
the dolphins then fold over the blue paper to stick.

Add the small dolphin in the oval aperture and add
the ‘waves’ sticker below. Add little water drops from the
sticker sheet around the main dolphins.

The dots around the oval aperture
are waste pieces from sheet XL170U,
although many other sheets may have
suitable waste pieces. Pick these up
with a paper pricking tool or tip of 
a knife and place evenly around the
aperture.

The wording sticker comes with the
two words joined, I prefer them to be
separate so simply cut between them
and apply.
Above and left: The glitter stickers are
stiffer than the plain colours, they hold
their shape very well making it really
easy to infill the spaces with bits from
another colour glitter sheet.

Actual Size



Tiny Toes
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By Valerie Harrison
These pretty cards are suitable

for either birth congratulations or
christening cards. They are quick
to make using the printed cards
& panels and they look great.

Materials Required:
Printed Panels: PDR041 Pink 
or PDR040 Blue.
White Corrugated Card.
Pink or Blue Mulberry Paper.
Approx. 25cm of 7mm Pink 
or Blue Ribbon.
Sticky Fixers.
Gold Label Stickers: 
XL327U-02 Bootees/Feet 
& XL264U-02 Congratulations.
Glue Stick and UHU All Purpose
Adhesive.
Card Mount: DSF08P-141 Pink
or DSF08P-143 Blue. 

To Make The Card:
Crease the Mulberry and tear to an 8.5 x 11cm

oblong. Use the glue stick to stick this to the
card mount leaving enough white space for the
wording underneath. 

Cut a piece of ribbon to 8cm long, place
centrally across the decorative panel, fold the
ends to the back and stick using UHU glue. 

Stick this panel to the centre of the Mulberry
panel already on the card. Cut a square of corru-
gated card measuring 3.5cm and stick this to

the centre of the previous panel using
sticky fixers. 

Tie a neat bow from the ribbon and
glue to the bottom centre of the panel. Add
your chosen Gold Label sticker to the panel
and congratulations centrally below the
panel. “It’s a Boy/Girl” stickers (XL415U
or XL416U) would also work very well
with this design. I embellished the card
borders, pink ribbon etc. with tiny sticker
dots and flowers. 
Far left:  The same design on a plain white SF02U
card with gold stickers also looks lovely.

Left: If you aren’t sure whether the arrival will 
be a boy or girl, why not make a cream version
using yellow ribbon and gold stickers, the print-
ed panel is PDR010. 



Flower Panels
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By Daniele Harris
There are many pre-made panels around but I

like to use my own creations wherever possible,
such as this flower panel with various options.

Materials Required:
4cm Square of White or Pale Coloured Card.
Small Flower Punches or Gems.
Green Thread and a Needle.
Pricking Tool and Mat.
Scraps of Coloured Card.
Patterned and Plain Papers.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive and Clear Tape.
Card Mount: SF03U-43 Linen White.

To Make The Card:
Make a little batch of panels at one go using

different sorts of flower punches, changing the
flower colour or using gems for the flowers. 

Draw a curved stem onto the back of the 4cm
square of card and prick an even number of holes
along the line. Stitch along the line using green
thread, remember to start and finish on the side
the line is drawn and use a little clear tape to
fasten the ends. Turn the square face up.

Draw some leaf shapes onto green card and
cut out. Punch out some flowers in the colours of
your choice. Lightly glue the flowers and leaf to
the square. Prick a line of holes through the leaf
and four holes in the centre of each flower and
stitch through using green thread. This completes
the panel ready to mount onto the card.

I used a combination of plain and patterned
papers to make pretty backgrounds, scrapbook

papers or background papers are great for this.
Choose a plain and pattern which go together
and cut as shown below left.

Place the plain and patterned pieces onto the
card with a small gap between them, keep the
borders at the sides and top of the card even. You
can place a ruler along the bottom of the papers
to help keep them in line or work on a cutting
mat and use the grid as guidelines.

Glue the panel in place or use sticky fixers to
add a little extra depth.

Actual Size



Tile Designs
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By Anita Light
The work of the Catalan architect

Antoni Gaudi has influenced the design
of these cards in that they use natural
forms and colourful irregular shapes to
imitate a tile decoration.

When making these cards it is help-
ful to use large bold shapes (unless you
have a lot of patience)! and cut the paper
tiles in different shapes and sizes. Each
individual card does take time to make
but once this is done I scan it into a 
computer and print it out directly onto
the card resizing it to fit. Of course I 
can print out as many as I like and even
change the colours on the computer. 

These particular cards have the ad-
vantage of being made from recycled
materials - old calendars provide bright,
colourful tiles and a good, strong paper
to work with.

Materials Required:
Printed/Coloured Paper.
White Background Card.
Glue Stick and Scissors.
Card Mount of your choice.

To Make The Card:
Decide on a design for the tile which should

be a simple, casual shape. These are best done
freestyle as any pencil outlines will show in the
gaps between the shapes. 

If you absolutely must have an outline, you
will need to spend time editing on the computer
or rubbing out carefully between the small
shapes on the 
original design.

Simply snip 
little irregular
shapes from your
coloured papers
and glue into place
on the white sheet.
When cutting try
to use parts of the
designs which are
not a recognisable
item concentrating
instead on the
colours, shades
and patterning of
each piece.
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For the star tile, you will see that I
have used bright yellow tiles for the
centre and a more orangey colour for
each point.

Similarly, I have graded the blue
background from a smooth, pale blue
colour through a brighter blue and
then on to a darker, textured blue. 

To get just the right shades for any design, 
try making your own shaded papers on the
computer then print them out to cut up. Keep
the sides on each individual mosaic tile straight,
they can be a combination of all sorts of shapes
and a mixture of sizes to get a good fit, but no
curves. 

These cards can be fun to do with children
particularly if the original design is quite large.



Alphabet Animals
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By Catherine Collet-Matringe
Here are the next six letters from this lovely

Animal Alphabet. They are mounted in card
colours to suit the subject. Many of them would
look equally good in other colours.

Materials Required:
Mulberry and Nature Papers.
Selection of Coloured Papers Including Black.
Craft Knife and Cutting Mat.
Pencil and Ruler.
Glue Stick and P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Card Mounts: Selection of AP10U.

To Make The Cards:
Cut the background paper to 9cm x 9cm and

glue in place behind the aperture, use the glue

stick very sparingly or it will show through. Fold
and glue the card closed in the usual way.

Giraffe
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Trace the diagrams of your choice and 
transfer to the coloured paper by tracing over
and indenting the lines. Cut out the pieces and
assemble using the glue stick or a small amount
of P.V.A. glue if you prefer. 

Tip: Always use a new
blade for cutting fine
detail to get a crisp 
finish. If using scissors
make sure they are 
really sharp. If you find
you have not cut right
into the corner, don’t
try to pull it away or
you will get a rough
edge which will always
be noticeable. Instead,
go back and cut into
the corner again.

Hippopotamus

Iguana

Jaguar
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Tip: You can assemble the pictures over the trac-
ing diagrams to get them just right. Simply place
a clear polypropylene bag over the diagram or a
large one over the whole page to avoid getting
glue on it while you work.

General Note: Many of the designs have small
details drawn in. You can use coloured pencils,
gel pens, felt tipped pens or use dimensional 
fabric paints as I have for the ladybird legs.

Kangaroo

Ladybird



Stitched on 18 count White Aida using 2
strands for the cross stitch and 1 strand for
the backstitch. This design fits an AP12U card.
Stitch Count: width 37 x depth 54.

Autumnal Stitches
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By Kathleen Stroud

ANCHOR                                              DMC             MADEIRA

A      246             Dark Green                  986                         1407
B       262             Olive Green                 469                         1602
C  -  261             Light Olive                  470                         1513
D  -  254             Light Green                 471                         1410
E   -  253             Pale Green                   472                         1409
F   -  889             Dark Brown                 831                         1614
G      944             Deep Brown                780                         2105
H      306             Mid Brown                  782                         2211
I    -  305             Deep Gold                   725                         2209
J    -  288             Pale Yellow                  727                         2207
K  -  303             Orange                         721                         0202
L   -  324             Dark Orange               922                         0203
M     334             Red                               606                         0206
N  -  275             Ivory                             746                         0101
O  -  403             Black                             310                       Black



Melting Moments
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By Pam Goodwin
This article is based on the use of unusual

colours and the unusual combination of hot 
tooling and machine embroidery. The finished
cards are really different and can be adapted to
all occasions.

Materials Required:
Selection of Transparent Synthetic Fabrics and
Nets in Dark Colours: Black, Brown, Navy,
Maroon, Dark Green etc.
Machine Embroidery Threads.
Backing Fabric: Cream or White Calico or Cotton.
Paper: You can use any, Alchemy Pearl is 
really good.
A Selection of Beads & Sequins and a Beading
Needle.
Thick Cardboard.
Heat Gun.
Double Sided Tape.
Card Blank of Your Choice.

To Make The Cards:
The designs begin with squares of layered

fabrics which are all semi transparent to a greater
or lesser degree. This gives you a beautiful ‘build
up’ of colours and textures and is difficult if not
impossible to achieve by any other method. The
options below describe how to make each of the
‘patch’ styles without embellishments, at the end
I will go into the finishing and mounting.

1st Option:
Cut several pieces of fabric into squares 

of 4cm to 5cm and pin onto a piece of backing
fabric which is a bit
smaller so it does not
show.

For this patch I used
the following fabrics in
order from bottom to
top. Cream cotton back-
ing, black net, green &
red mix voile, gold net
and navy voile. 

Set your machine up for ‘free’ machine
embroidery by lowering the feed teeth and
putting on an embroidery or darning foot
(usually a small round foot). Using a thread 
to suit your colour scheme, machine stitch a
design - on this one I stitched round in spirals - 
it doesn’t matter if it’s not accurate, it only forms
the background and will be largely hidden.

2nd Option:
With this option it is important to use a 

synthetic fabric like polyester as natural fibres
like cotton won’t melt. Cut three pieces of 
fabric into squares of 6cm to 7cm and pin onto 
a piece of backing 
fabric which is a little
smaller so it does not
show. For this patch 
I used the following 
fabrics in order from
bottom to top. Cream
cotton backing, white
voile, red voile and
pink voile.
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Cover your work surface with
a thick layer of paper to protect 
it from the heat and work on 
each of the three voile layers
in turn. The idea is to melt the
edges of each square using a heat
gun (usually used for rubber
stamp embossing). Cover all
except a 1cm strip along one 
edge of the first square with a
piece of thickish cardboard. Use
the heat gun held 15 to 20cms
away until the fabric edge melts.
Take care not to burn yourself on
the melted edge, after waiting for
it to cool, cover the whole square
except for the next 1cm edge
and melt again, then work the
next two sides.

Layer the pieces including the cotton backing
and stitch as before, on this one I used red thread
to randomly stitch flowers and leaves.

3rd Option:
This is the same as

Option 2, but I used black,
brown and maroon layers
and stitched in copper.

Embellish:
There is a large variety

of flower sequins and beads available, so just
choose colours that go with the background and
use a beading needle to stitch on the smaller
beads. These close up pictures (below) show
some of the patterns I made in beads and
sequins, you can follow these or just do your
own thing.

Assembling The Cards:
Cut a piece of background paper to about 2cm

larger all round than the finished size of the

stitched and/or melted panel. Tear off 1cm from
each side to give the paper a torn edge. Stick the
square onto your chosen card, I use spray mount
for a flat finish but double sided tape or P.V.A.
glue are fine also.

Stick the design centrally onto the square of
paper using double sided tape and add your
greeting underneath.
I like the effect you
get by placing the
sticker so it slightly
overlaps the fabric
panel and almost
becomes a part of it. 

Although in 
most of my sample
cards I have used
dark colours, this
method would be
lovely for weddings
- silver, pearl, gold,
ruby, emerald etc.
Have fun and keep
experimenting!



3D Butterfly
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By Jane Page
This butterfly is hand made using organza

over wire which enables you to shape the
wings and gives a good 3D effect.

Materials Required:
Copper Wire, Fuse or Craft Wire.
Gold Thread and Black Cotton.
Glitter Fabric Paints: Purple, Green 
and Orange.
Paint Brush.
Organza 20 x 20cm.
16cm Embroidery Hoop and Needle.
Black Pipe Cleaner.
Black Beads x 2.
Patterned Background Fabric 12 x 12cm.
Transfer Pencil.
Small Sharp Scissors.
Double Sided Tape.
Card Mount: AP03G Black/Gold.

To Make The Card:
If necessary, iron the background fabric to

flatten and remove any creases. Stick the fabric
behind the aperture and glue the flap behind it.

Use the transfer pencil to trace the butterfly
from the diagram (on the left) directly onto the
organza. If you do not want to risk drawing on
the magazine place a polypropylene bag over the
diagram before beginning to trace.

Place the organza with the traced design into
the embroidery hoop. Using the wire straight
from the reel rather than cutting off a length,

Actual Size
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place the end at the ‘x’ on the diagram and couch the wire
to the outline as shown. Cut the wire from the reel when
you are close to the end of the outline and finish the last
few couching stitches. 

Use gold thread to
oversew the wire using 
tiny blanket stitches (as
shown right) to cover 
the wire completely.

With the fabric still 
in the embroidery hoop,
paint the wings all over
using the glitter purple.
Rinsing the brush between
all colours add patches of glitter green and orange paint
to make a pattern similar to that shown below. Leave to
dry thoroughly, preferably overnight.

Add the veins to all the wings using gold thread (left
side shown above). I have used a single long stitch for
each vein as my butterfly is staying fairly flat, if you 
want to shape your wings later it would be better to 
use smaller backstitch for this. Leave the work in the
embroidery hoop.

Take a 7cm length of pipe cleaner, fold in half, position
with the fold at the bottom and the open end a little
above the join between the wings. Stitch to the butterfly
wings using black cotton. 

Cut a 6cm length of wire for the antennae and stitch
the centre to the head. Stitch the two bead eyes into place.

Carefully cut out the butterfly from
the fabric, snipping just outside the gold
stitches making sure you do not actually
cut the stitches. I find it easier to keep
the work in the hoop while doing this
but you can remove it first if you prefer.

Use some gold thread to wrap the
body and create the segments, shape 
the antennae and wings then glue the
butterfly onto the card.



Nouveau Flowers
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By Jenny Kearley
While messing around with tea bag folding 

I came up with this fold which looked a bit like a
flower, the rest of the card evolved around this.

Materials Required:
Mini Pic Sheet: MP033.
Gold Label Stickers: XL500U-03 Straight Lines.
Craft Knife, Ruler and Cutting Mat.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Card Mount: SF01U-30 Smooth White.

To Make The Card:
Place the card face up, opened flat on the

cutting mat lining up the edge of the card with
one of the centimetre lines on the mat. Place a
ruler on the front panel 1cm in from the fold,
peel one strip of the medium width border and
apply to the card laying along the ruler to keep it
straight, leave a little extra at the top and bottom
to trim to size later. Position the ruler 2cm in
from the fold and add a strip as before. Now line
up the ruler along the bottom 1cm in from the
card edge (turn the card or cutting mat if you
find it easier) and lay a strip, taking it about
5mm beyond the fold. Repeat at 2cm and 3cm.
Once you are happy that all your lines are nice
and straight, press each strip firmly down onto
the card and trim the excess with a sharp knife.

The stems are made using the narrowest
strips. Place a ruler vertically up the centre of the
panel to give you a guide for the centre stem.
Place the bottom of the strip just overlapping
the top line of the border design, run the length
straight up the ruler to about 2.5cm from the top
of the card and bend to a nice smooth curve. It
can take a couple of goes to get this smooth so
don’t press too firmly as you bend in case it has
to come up again. It is very important that you
do not stretch the sticker while you bend it as it
will shrink back to its original size and lift off 
the card as it does so (I did this too)! 

As you come out of the bend, make sure the
straight bit of stem is parallel to the original
stem. Leave the extra length on for now as it is
easier to lift and control if you have to.

Make another stem to the left of this one
leaving a gap between the two of about 2mm.
Run the length up parallel to the first stem for
about 11cm then begin the bend, going out to
the left this time.

Make the third stem to the right of these and
begin the bend at around 8cm. Once you are
happy with these stems, trim the ends to leave a
straight bit of 2cm. Give the stems a good firm
press down and leave under a heavy book for a
while to encourage them to stay in place.

The flowers are made using the larger mini
pics on the sheet, you will need 6 panels. Cut
each panel in half diagonally to give you a red
and yellow half and a blue and green half. Glue
the red and yellow halves back to back so you
have double sided triangles.
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If you end up with any white edges showing along 
the ‘L’ shaped sides it would be best to give them a little
trim now.

A. Fold the triangle in half and (B) unfold again. 
C. Fold the left hand side up to meet the centre line then
(D) do the same with the right hand side. 

E. Fold out the left hand side from the middle as shown.
F. Repeat on the right hand side, then (G) turn the whole
shape over.

H. Take hold of the left hand corner of the diagonal
square and (I) fold it across to meet the centre line as
shown. J. Repeat with the right hand corner.
K. Unfold the
shape and it
will look like
this. Look
along the edge
of the shape
and you will
see it makes a
zig-zag line. 
L. Fold a narrow strip under along the outer edge of the
shape on both sides as shown. This will support the
flower on the mount. Make another two flowers using
the same method.
M. The top of each flower is made
using a small part of the green 
section of the coloured panels. Cut
off a green corner, making each side
about 18mm long. Fold the triangle
in half (with the coloured side out)
and open out again. 

N. Place your triangle
over the diagram on
the right and mark
the points where the
lines meet the edge.
O. Fold one
side down
from the
centre to the
mark. Put a
dab of glue
on top as shown, before (P) folding the
other side over it. Q. Trim off the two lit-
tle points. Make another two the same.

Gently squeeze the sides to open out
the shape, put some glue inside then
push the folded flower inside it. Put a
little glue on the back of the green part
of the flower and along the outer folded
edges and stick onto the stems.

N   Actual Size

A B C D

E F G

H
I

J

K L

M

O

P Q



Shirley Marr
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Designer Profile
Craft Creations was my very first crafting

magazine and my first card was published back
in the year 2000 (when I look at it now, I cringe).

I am 70 years of age
and was a chiropodist by
profession, I have been 
a keen crafter most of 
my life, from knitting,
crocheting, painting etc.,
and these crafts filled
most of my evenings,
particularly knitting
which I enjoyed most
of all.

When I retired I also became interested in
making cards, about seven years ago I made a
card for a friend and it all kind of snowballed
from there. I have three beautiful granddaughters
and am soon to be a great grandmother. When 
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the children stay
with me all they
want to do is
make cards for
their friends.

Over the past
two years I have
made wedding
stationary for
several friends
and they have
been delighted
with the results.
So much so, that
I have now been
asked to make
invitations for
three more wed-
dings. This also includes making favour boxes,

thank you notes, place
cards and table plans,
so I am kept very busy.

I am a shopaholic
when it comes to 
buying material for
making cards and just
recently have become
addicted to using 
scrapbook papers
which I think are 
really beautiful. I use
my computer quite 
a lot to make inserts

and to print sentiments onto the front of the
cards. I also love doing ‘one stroke’ painted
cards and 3D découpage.
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I love animals and have always had dogs. A
few years ago I made cards for an animal charity,
due to ill health I was forced to give it up but I
still make Christmas cards which are sold at my
hairdressers and the money goes to a destitute
animal shelter.

My husband has now banned me from 
crafting in the dining room, conservatory and
our small front bedroom, as over the years my
crafting materials have gradually taken over

much of the house
and he said it
seemed like years
since we had last
seen the dining
room table.

When I get an
idea, usually in the
middle of the night,
I just have to get 
up and try it out. It
doesn’t always turn
out as I had hoped
but I am never
bored and could 
do with a lot more
hours in my day. 



Quick Ideas
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By Ann Scott
I thought you

might like to try
your own version
of this simple but
effective idea. You
just need some thin
embossing foil, an
embossing tool, 
leaf shaped paper
punches, a selection
of mounts and
scraps of coloured
card.

Please note:
Using a paper
punch with foil
could possibly
damage the punch,
so you do this at
your own risk! 

Making punch-
ings from foil gives
you shiny, gleam-
ing, quite three
dimensional leaves
which look really

good on the cards. After
punching use an embossing
tool on the back of each leaf
to draw on the veins.

You can make great ‘leaf’
cards for men, whether it’s
for a birthday, anniversary or
retirement. I have mounted
mine using a combination 
of paper panels, fixing the
leaves with sticky fixers.

Always choose colours
that go well together to make
the layered panels for mount-
ing. Mix the layers for added
variety, making some squares
just a tiny bit larger than 
the previous layer and some
much larger leaving wider
borders showing.



Proud Peacock
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By Edna
Isherwood

Materials Required:
3mm Quilling Paper: Peacock
Blue, Deep Green & Black.
Quilling Tool.
Tracing Paper and Pencil.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Clear Glitter Glue.
Happy Birthday Sticker:
XL427U-02 Silver.
Thin Card: 
White 80mm x 130mm and
Deep Green 100mm x 150mm.
Card Mount: DSF10P-133 Mottled Turquoise.

To Make The Card:
Begin with the quilled shapes to infill the

peacock tail as described below. 

to form a point at one end. Make the remaining 30
coils into eye shapes by pinching both ends. 

Place a piece of tracing paper over the diagram
above and trace the inner semi circular shape. Cut
out and replace the traced semi circular shape back
over the diagram.

Use a little P.V.A. to glue the shapes onto the
tracing paper. Glue the 15 teardrops around the top
edge of the inner semi-circle as shown, position
them to overlap the edge of the tracing paper shape
and to fit neatly along the outer line. These should
fit nicely to take up the whole outer edge.

Make 46 loose coils as follows. Take a 1⁄4
length of blue and a 1⁄4 length of green and
glue together to make one long strip. Place the
green end into the tool and wind. Remove
from the tool and allow to loosen a little
before gluing the end closed. 

In order to fit neatly inside the semi circle,
the shapes need to be about the same size as
the actual size diagrams (above right). The 
eye shapes have to fit quite closely together
and will not all end up exactly the same shape
as each other, so they will need a little gentle
adjustment as you come to place them.

Make 15 of the coils into teardrops by
pinching one side between finger and thumb

Actual Size
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Move the part assembled tail onto the diagram
above and add 14 of the eye pieces to fill in the next
row, gently shape these to fit as needed.

Move the part assembled tail onto the diagram
above and infill with the remainder of the eye
shapes as shown, gently adjust to shape as needed.

Make the back of the body using 1 full length 
of blue wound to a loose coil and
pinched lightly at the very top. Glue
this piece onto the tail positioning it
in the centre and with the bottom
edge of the coil placed just below the
tail by a millimetre or two.

Make the body front using a full
length of blue wound to a loose coil and
lightly pinched at the top. Pinch the
sides in as shown leaving about a 15mm
bulb for the body and a small bulb for
the head. Glue on the back at the pinch
holding until the glue is dry. 

Hand roll an 8mm length of black to a
small coil and allow to
open. Place this in the
head for the eye and
pinch the top end of
the head to shape.

Cut a length of blue
approx. 2cm long and
cut the end to a point.

Glue the unshaped end against the neck and
head leaving the pointed end to create a beak.
Cut a 1cm length of blue in half, bend each
half to an ‘L’ shape and glue to the body to
make the feet. Take a 2cm length of green and
curl both ends into the centre to make the
comb. Glue to the back of the head then glue
this assembled body piece onto the back body
piece.

Glue the white and green panels onto the
card mount and stick the assembled peacock
into place. Add a drop of glitter glue to each
teardrop of the tail, a light dusting over the
rest of the tail and a little to the neck and
head. Add the greeting sticker to the corner, 
I used gelly roll pens to colour the sticker in
matching bright colours.



Pearly Panels
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By Wendy Gauld
Of ‘The Wendy House’, Blakemere.

Materials Required:
Foiled Wording Background Paper.
Toning Plain Coloured Card.
White Pearl Card.
Craft Knife, Cutting Mat and Ruler.
Gold Label Glitter Stickers: ZL511U-81.
Clear Acetate and Sticky Fixers.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Card Mount: DEC6U-69 Cryogen White.

To Make The Card:
Cut the backgrounds as follows. Plain

card to 30 x 132mm, 37 x 52mm and 55
x 55mm. Foiled wording paper to 55 x
55mm and 32 x 47mm and white pearl
card to 25 x 127mm.

Glue the white pearl over the plain
coloured strip and mount onto the card
using sticky fixers.

Glue the small rectangle of printed paper
over the plain coloured card and glue onto
the card over the strip as you can see in the
picture. Glue the printed square into place

on the card (see photo) 
and sticky fix the plain
panel offset over this. Stick
one small dragonfly on 
the square panel. Stick one
large and one small drag-
onfly onto the acetate, trim
around the edges and stick
into place using small bits
of sticky fixers.



Summer Roses
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By Joan Poynton

Materials Required:
3mm Green Quilling Paper.
Paper Roses: FLW16-39.
Quilling Tool.
Gold Label Stickers: ZL604U-90 Letters and
ZL512U-90 Butterflies.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Card Mount: DEC3U-46 Hammer Cream.

To Make The Card:
Separate the roses from the bunch and cut the

stems off six of the roses, put the rose heads aside
and use the stems to make the outline of the sprig
on the card. Stick the stem pieces onto the card
using a tiny amount of glue on the back of each
piece.

Glue the six rose heads into place using the
photo above to guide you for the positioning.

This design uses 26 quilled leaves and just 
1 bud, each made from half a length (22cm) of
paper. Wind the paper onto the tool to make 
a coil, drop off the tool and allow to loosen
before gluing the end. 

Pinch one of the coils at one end to make the
bud shape and the remaining 26 at each end to
make the leaf shapes. Glue the bud onto the tip
of the top left stem and the leaves into place 
as shown in the diagram.

Add the butterfly sticker and the happy
birthday lettering to finish.

Actual Size



Wound & Wound
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By Pamela Vickers
The Common theme for all these cards is the rather pretty

wound thread panels. I used Anchor variegated thread, but there
are other makes and as long as the colours look good with the
mount it really doesn’t matter which brand you use. 

Materials Required:
Green/Blue Mix Variegated
Embroidery Thread.
Mountboard Scraps.
Gold Label Stickers: XL070U Shells,
XL325U Seahorse and XL513U
Wording.
Scraps of Paper: Gold Glitter, 
Blue and Green.
Small Deckle Scissors.
Clear Tape. 
Sticky Fixers.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Card Mount: SF09U-02 Pale Yellow.

To Make The Card:
Cut a scrap of mountboard to

a 3.75cm square. Tape the end of
the thread to the back of the square,
bring the thread round to the front
at the top left corner and begin
winding round the square. Keep
the thread nice and tight and just
touching the previous row so there
are no gaps, but do not overlap any
rows. Once the square is completely covered,
fasten the end to the back using a small piece of
clear tape.

Cut a 4.25cm square panel from gold glitter
paper using the small deckle scissors. Glue the
glitter panel diagonally onto the mount quite
close to the top of the card. Glue the wound
thread panel centrally onto the gold glitter panel. 

Stick a seahorse onto a piece of blue paper
and cut round leaving a narrow blue border.
Gently curve the seahorse in your hands to give
it some shape, stick a quarter piece of sticky fixer
onto the back and stick centrally onto the panel.

Cut a row of three Gold Label shells from the
strip and stick onto the blue paper. Cut them out
keeping as close as possible to the sticker to leave
no border, cut away the top joining bars between
the shells as well. Put a small piece of sticky fixer 
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behind each shell and stick onto the card front using the photo
as a guide for positioning. 

Cut a single shell away from the row, stick onto green
paper and cut round as before. Stick the green shell over the
centre shell on the card using a small piece of sticky fixer and
add the wording above the row of shells.

All these cards have wound panels made in the same size
following the method described, just using different colour
variegated threads.

Dolphin Card:
The back panel is

blue paper cut to a
5cm square. Glue the
panel onto the card
then run gold sticker
borderlines all round
cutting carefully at the
corners. Add the gold
lines and wording to
the lower corner. Stick
a little fish from the
seahorse sticker sheet
onto blue paper and
cut round. Glue this 
in place by the lines.
The dolphin is a metal
charm which is stuck
onto the wound panel. 

Butterfly Card:
The gold glitter

panel on this card is
exactly the same as 
the seahorse card. 
Add the wound panel
this time in pink and
stick a single butterfly
on top. Stick another
butterfly onto a piece
of pink tissue paper
and cut out along the
edge of the sticker.
Turn this face down
and add another 
butterfly so the two
butterflies are stuck
back to back with a
piece of pink tissue
paper in between. Mount the butterflies onto the panel with 
a tiny piece of sticky fixer along the body only and bend the
wings up a little.

Leaf Card:
The back panel is brown hand made paper cut to a 5cm

square with gold sticker lines around the edges. 

The leaves (4 in brown and 3 in
orange) are punched from hand
made paper. One of the brown
leaves is patted onto embossing 
ink, covered in gold embossing
powder and heated to give it a 
lovely texture. Place the gold leaf
over a brown, offsetting them so
the stems overlap but much of the
brown leaf shows. Stick onto the
wound panel using a fast fixer dot.
Glue the other leaves onto the card.

I hope these cards have given
you some ideas for making your
own designs as well - the possibili-
ties are endless.



Celtic Patterns
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By Jo Crouch
I love these Celtic stickers and mixing the

plain black with a glitter infill (or the other way
around) gives very striking results without being
as dazzling as two glitter colours mixed together.

Materials Required: 
Gold Label Stickers: ZL604U-82 Lettering and
ZL617U-57, XL617U-03 Celtic Squares.
Black Dew Drop Paper: DD04.
Deckled Panels: PCD7U White and 
PCD6U Black.
Clear Acetate: PET01.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive and Sticky Fixers.
Card Mount: DEC6U-98 Pearl Blue.

To Make The Card:
Peel a large turquoise square sticker and place

it centrally onto the white deckled panel. Infill
with the strips, corner and edge pieces from the
black sheet. You can do this using magic tape,
but I find it’s easier to remove the black frame
then pick each infill piece off the sheet with the
point of a craft knife. Just slip the knife blade
anywhere under the piece, lift and transfer to its
new home then slip the blade out again whilst

holding the piece in place with a finger. Don’t
transfer the small squares or tiny edge pieces as
the white of the panel showing through these
small gaps looks rather nice.

Stick a medium and a small square frame
onto the acetate and cut them out leaving a 
narrow border of approx. 1mm around each of
them. Infill with pieces from the black sheet 
as before.

Cut a sticky fixer into about 8 pieces and
place one piece behind the centre of each of the
two squares. Hold the medium square above 
the large one, twist it diagonally and lower into
place. Add the small square positioning it cen-
trally and straight rather than diagonal. 

Cut a square of dew drop paper to fit just
inside the black deckled panel. Note: Cut the
edges of the paper so they are parallel with the
rows of dew drops before you begin or your
panels will never look straight. Glue the paper
onto the deckled panel and mount towards the
top left of the card using sticky fixers. 

Mount the Celtic panel
centrally onto the black panel
using sticky fixers. Add the
lettering and dots down the
side of the card.
Right: A Black frame infilled with
glitter looks just as good.



Gallery
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Above: Valerie Stobbart, Suffolk. 
Painted felty background with a hand made
fairy, she has string legs, wire and nylon wings,
card dress, felt face and wool hair. The wand is 
a sequin star and silver twisted thread.
Below: Cynthia Hardy, Essex. 
A simple bag made from folded card decorated
with stickers and a bow, backed with a fluffy
feather. The handle is made from strung beads
and I have made a little card just peeping out of
the bag.

Above: Glenda Davis, East Sussex. 
A torn Mulberry panel covered with 
a torn pearl panel and a torn vellum
strip which is rubber stamped and
embossed. The flowers are paper with
beads threaded on the stem and an
organza bow.
Right: Sue Dyke, Essex.
Pre cut card hearts with wire swirls
mounted with pads for a 3D effect. 

Above: Carol Gwilliam, Cardiff. 
Pearly card layers of cake are decorated
with printed ribbon and underscored
with stripes of glitter. The candle is
made from beads and the message is
computer printed.
Below: Brenda Smith, East Yorkshire. 
The front panel is cut with shaped 
scissors and backed by glitter paper. 
My vase is cut from card and the 
flowers are cut from wallpaper.

Below: Jeanette Lambart, Surrey. 
I have coloured acetate pieces using
inks, glitter and tissue paper all glued
together (fun but messy)! The stars and
sun are then stamped on the top with
permanent black ink and I was lucky
enough to find a moon and star bead 
to complete the card.
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Above: 
Miss V. Lewsey,
Hertfordshire. Gold Label
sticker vase over holographic
paper which is then cut to 
the sticker shape. The stickers
have been coloured a pale
green to match the plastic
flowers used.
Left: 
Zera Wilson, Somerset. 
An old CD covered with 
stickers and decorated with 
silk flowers which have
glass flowers and rhinestone
centres.

Above: 
Wendy Lewis, West Glamorgan. 
3D Découpage design made using a design
printed from the computer.

Left: 
Debbi Northern, Hampshire. 
Rubber stamped and glitter embossed fan 
panels mounted on a narrow fronted card. 
The edge decoration is a strip of braid.

Above: 
Betty Sumner, Lancashire. 
The card front is covered by two 
textured papers, decorated with
Gold Label stickers, silk flowers
and beads.

Right: 
Trudy Warrington, Kent. 
This is almost a card inside 
a card. The outer card has a
stamped and embossed butterfly
design and the inside has a paper
butterfly design stuck on the 
centre. Another card has a stencil
embossed design which is then
cut to give a ‘fretwork’ panel. The
edges are punched and decorated
with stamped leaves and paper
butterflies.

Below: 
Christine Moses, Essex. 
An encaustic wax Autumn land-
scape with abbey ruins in the
background.
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Left: 
Sue Firth, West Yorkshire. 
Panel designs are made using Gold
Label stickers on Mirri card, mounted
using sticky pads.

Left: Mrs J. Rose, Suffolk.
Punched card flowers
and hand cut pots with
sticker letters, hearts and
stems. The little bunnies
are made from lovely soft
fur with lace dresses and
bead faces. 
Right: Pamela Skidmore,
West Sussex. 
A stitched design on Aida
fabric using colours of
the rainbow.

Above: Lynda Heath, Gloucestershire.
The 3 little panels are lacé designs
mounted onto little squares of paper
and decorated with paper flowers and
pearly paint. The squirrel is cut from a
découpage design.

Above: Ann Cain, West Sussex. 
My little “Peanuts” is from a rubber
stamp which I have stamped twice and
used one image raised over the first.
Wording is from another stamp I picked
up in Canada.

Below:
Pat Chadburn, Nottinghamshire. 
The fan is rubber stamped onto vellum using
white ink and the details are coloured with
felt tips. The design is folded on the lines and
mounted over some toning paper backgrounds
edged with sticker flowers.

Above: 
Emma Pollitt, Lancashire. 
Hand made clay handbags mounted
over mulberry paper and silver card
with rubber stamped wording. 
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Above: Joan Fenwick, Middlesex. 
This card is made from bits rescued from old cards
and wrapping paper with calligraphy writing and a
paper punched butterfly.
Right Centre: Sue Yeomans, Birmingham. 
Wound design using die cut templates and copper
coloured strands. 
Below: Pat Williams, Cambridgeshire. 
My lady and dog are cut from wrapping paper which
is highlighted with silver glitter to tie in with the
background and wording.

Above: 
Pamela Haigh, Derbyshire.
Printed plant pictures mounted
on brown card and fixed to
the card with pads for depth.
Bought garden implements are
mounted on cork and the pot
filled with fibres.

Above: Lynda Brown, Isle Of Man. 
The background for this card is printed
fabric which I have part covered with a
sandpaper beach. The front is decorated
with hand cut sandcastles, a small shell
and some ready made beach items.
Below: Gill Phelps, Cheshire. 
The border is rubber stamped and em-
bossed then coloured with felt tipped 
pens. The butterfly is stamped onto 
vellum and decorated with glitter and 
wire antennae.

Left: Joyce McBain, Cheshire. 
I have used a scrap of wallpaper for the
background with paper cut leaves edged
with gold pen. The flowers are made from
pencil sharpenings with pom-pom centres.
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Above: 
Pat Yeo, Somerset. 
This pretty fabric is backed
by bondaweb before being
cut into a panel, mounted
onto card and adorned with
extra flowers and a butterfly.
Left: 
Mrs N. Rosenthal,
Northumberland. 
3D Découpage design made
using silicone adhesive 
and varnish. An old CD 
is mounted behind the aper-
ture to create an unusual
background.

Above: 
Heather Wood, Derbyshire. 
A panel of woven strips of
shimmer paper which gives 
a graduated effect. The card
is decorated with stickers
and paper shapes.
Right:
Mary Garratt, Hertfordshire.
I have made this card using
only stickers, the leaves and
stems being cut from the
edges of sheets, the flowers
come from several different
sheets.
Below: 
Shirley Roulston, Gwynedd.
3D Découpage design, the
corners are butterflies pun-
ched from some spare back-
ground and I have added a
little glitter to the wings for
extra sparkle.

Above: 
Jean Keely, 
Lancashire. 
An encaustic wax landscape in subtle
shades of brown and mauve.

Right: 
Karen Birks, 
Hampshire. 
Panelled design using silver card and
yellow embossed squares backing golfing
motifs.
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